It analyzes the expression of English and in Indonesian. The analysis is by using distributional method with the suited techniques. The finding shows that the expression of and in the Indonesian construction varies, but dan is the most frequently used. The Indonesian construction containing the equivalence of and as well as the meanings of its relationship in Indonesian also varies, that is having similarity and differences. The similarity is on its position in phrasal and clausal construction, while the difference is on the construction of voice, such as the English active transitive, expressed in passive transitive in Indonesian. The English emphatic meaning may change into the terminative meaning in Indonesian. The expression of AND in Indonesian is like lalu, sedangkan, bahkan, akibatnya, namun, sehingga, karena.
Introduction
And, different from other simple English conjunctions, is amenable and can conjoin the full range of constituents. It also has full range of meanings related to the context it is in. It is pictured out from many linguists works, such as Quirk's et. al. (1987) , Schiffrin's, 1987 ), Murcia's & Freeman's (1999) , Berk's (1999) , Halliday (2002) . Quirk et. al. (1987: 927-929) , for example, assert that and has various word orders in compound sentences. It goes to any kind of compund constituent of text, from the small lexical elements to sentences (Berk,1999: 218) . Semantically, the function of and (Murcia & Freeman,1999) as the reflection of logical relation may determine the meaning in different constructions functionally. Various functions of and which imply the meanings become the central focus in the discussion albeit the generic meaning of and is additive (Halliday and Mattlessen, 1999) . The uniqueness of and is clearly seen in its colloquial use of English as I analysed in the English novels. This fact influences its expression in Indonesian. As a matter of fact, a lot of information, namely, any kind of English books, English novels needs to be translated into Indonesian. And the use of and cannot be avoided in texts read. The behaviour of and in English which is compared to its equivalence in Indonesian needs comprehending of translation and meaning interpretation, namely from English to Indonesian. For the purpose of translation, it is very crucial to review the expression of and.
This article offers an analysis of the expression of English and in the Indonesian language. Different system of two languages creates their different constructions. The constructions of English utterances are translated in the way of the Indonesian constructions. The study on and in English comprehensively is connected to its expression in Indonesian. Thus, the syntactic and semantic behaviour of and in English is taken as the focus of analysis, which is related to its equivalent expression in Indonesian. It is stated by the research question How is and expressed in Indonesian?
Methodology
It is a descriptive study with record review data (Seliger and Shohamy, 1989) . Since the study involves two languages, that is English and Indonesian, the data gained were from both sources. The data sources are novels and popular as well as scientific textbooks. Both sorts of English data and their published Indonesian translation were selected randomly. To analyse the behaviour of and in the discourse, statements, related to extralinguistic features and text analysis refers to Quirk (1987: 931) , Leech (1992 : 62, Martin (1997 , Schiffrin (1987) . The translational equivalance method is used to analyse the expression of and in the Indonesian construction (Djajasudarma, 1993: 58) , so that differences and similarities of the behaviour of and with that of its Indonesian equivalence could be seen. It is used by the reason that certain construction in a language is not always expressed similarly to the construction in another language (Tadjudddin, 2004: 151-152) . As an instance is that the active English construction that may be expressed in the Indonesian passive construction.
The Expression of AND in the Indonesian Language

The Variations of the Expression of English And Equivalence in Indonesian
And in English is expressed variously in Indonesian relying on the constituents it relates and when it emerges in the constituents combined. The data classification shows that from 467 times of and emergence, it is mostly expressed in dan in Indonesian, that is 301 times (64,45%). This expression consists of identical constructions (297 times), and different constructions (4 times). The use of dan is mostly found in a popular textbook (non-fiction): Sincerity Described in the Qur'an (86,96%) of the total source data. It apparently shows that popular textbooks, focussing on message and formal style of language, don't really need variation of the expression of and in the translation compared to the novels as fiction works (Djajasudarma, 1998) in her unpublished paper presented in the IIIrd Academic Seminar of Linguistics by Doctoral Program of Padjajaran University. The frequency of other expressions of English and are very much below the frequency of Indonesian dan. And expressed in Indonesian lalu with the variation of and, and then, and and afterward is noted 18 times (3,85%), respectively followed by Indonesian dengan and sehingga, each of them is 7 times (1,5%). Other expressions appear below the frequency of dengan and sehingga, that is terus, juga,and sedangkan. This variation is mostly found in the novel of The Naked Face (Sheldon, 1984) , with 13 kinds, followed by the textbook of Principles of Pragmatics (Leech, 1983) , 11 kinds. The fact can be understood since the novel of The Naked Face as a fiction work needs esthetique in using language, both, the source book and its translated book. It is supported by Tadjuddin (1998:6) in his unpublished paper presented in the IIIrd Academic Seminar of Linguistics by Doctoral Program of Padjajaran University Bandung, that in literary work, esthetical impression in expressing a translation of formulating discourse is very crucial. On the other hand, the expressions of and in the science textbook of Principles of Pragmatics in Indonesian is varied enough. It is assumed because of its nature as a language textbook that logically fulfilled all requirements of translating, expressing the message as well as selecting various words. Besides, English and in certain contexts is not always expressed explicitly in Indonesian. The data shows that 76 times of and (16,3%) in the text, are not stated in Indonesian (in the translated version searched). It may be stated that Indonesian dan is elipped as the expression of English and (see Djajasudarma, 1998) .
Based on the word class, the expression of and on form variation and and + Adv.Conj. in Indonesian can be grouped as in Table 1 (based on Alwi's et al., 2003 in the last page).
Eventhough there is a dual function, that is as conjunction and conjunctive adverbial, the form is only grouped in the category which frequently emerges.
And, as a coordinator of the English language, is apparently expressed in four kinds of connectives in Indonesian, that is, coordinator, subordinator, conjunctive adverbial, and preposition. The variation can be elaborated in the following sections.
The Expression of And in the Indonesian Constructions
From the translated data gained, the identical and different constructions combined by the equivalence of and in Indonesian are clearly seen. The profile of the English constructions with and in relation to its expression in Indonesian can be differed as (1) the construction with dan, (2) the construction without dan, and (3) the construction with dan from the English zero and construction. This profile is based on Song's (1986) opinion stated that the construction meaning with and can be understood in overt and covert performance.
Firstly, and in the English construction is expressed by dan in the Indonesian construction. Both and and dan are coordinators which have generic meaning of addition as it is stated by Martin (1992: 176) , Collerson (1995: 97) , and Berk (1999: 220-222) . It is reasonable when and expressed in dan in Indonesian is the most frequently used. To know the expression constructed with dan, it is shown through analyzing the following data. Dan dia telah berjanji bahwa dia akan melakukan itu. Demi bayinya.
Kemudian, sambil masih duduk, dia tiba-tiba punya ide.'
In (1), English and (a) is expressed with dan (b) in Indonesian. Either and or dan combines two independent clauses, and functions as a serial event marker (Baker, 1996; Berk, 1998) . It shows that the expression of English and is similar to Indonesian dan. However, the word order of these two kinds of combined sentences are different, that is SVCon.SVCA) in English and SVCCon.ASVO in Indonesian. It is interesting to know that in the second clause, the copulative verb seem is expressed in conjunctive adverbial tampaknya, and adjective oblivious with the function of C (complement) is expressed in active-transitive verb tidak mempedulikan (negative) in Indonesian. Tadjuddin's (2004: 151-152) saying that expressing the meaning of the utterances from one language to another language influences the word class and syntactic function used is met here. Furthermore, datum (2) is serial sentences marked by and at the beginning of sentence 2 and sentence 4. The construction with and is identical to the translated construction in terms of its expression in Indonesian. The translator uses the identical word order to its original data. The different thing found is only the indirect object her which is not expressed in Indonesian. It could be understood that the absence of her is in terms of avoiding using word redundancy and having confusing meaning. It is like what Djajasudarma (1998:2) stated that the use of coreferent personal pronoun in the source language can cause confusion whenever both are translated into the target language. Lastly, in the fourth constituent, the translator tends to use kemudian in expressing and.
Different from the construction of data (1) and (2), the expression of the following data shows different constituents combined by and. idealisasi data yang dituntut oleh definisi seperti itu.'
a. He gave
In (3a) of the English datum, and combines active transitive VPs, while in the Indonesian expression (3b), it is coordinating clause (CCL) with passive clause construction. The construction of both English and Indonesian sentences with and follows the general theory of coordination, that is combining two or more similar constituents (Givon, 1984; Biber et al., 1999) . It is likely that the translator strengthens the existence of English clause object
Mrs. Hanson and the family doctor by topicalizying them in the form of passive clause (Nyonya Hanson diberinya…, dokter keluarga diteleponnya).
And in data (4a) combines CCLs, that is copulative CCL 1 and passive construction of CCL 2 . In the Indonesian construction, however, and is expressed in dan that combines VP 1 hanyalah koleksi perhiasannya and VP 2 aman tersimpan di kotak penyimpanan di bank. This construction is as a result of subject elipped in the second clause.
Datum (5) shows that and combining PP 1 about the narrowness of this paradigm's… and PP 2 about the high degree of abstraction … which functions as the object marker of grave doubts in sentence (5a) is expressed into two sentences (Stc. 1 ) and (Stc. 2 ) in (5b) with the marker of yang juga in place of and. The subject of sentence two of data (5b) is in form of dependent clause yang juga mereka pertanyakan. A sentence in English becoming two sentences in Indonesian is suited to Catford's opinion (1965) in Djajasudarma (1998:4) that one sentence in the source language is not always translated one sentence in the target language. However, the changes of its combined construction of PP (English) into sentences (Stc.) in Indonesian construction, in my opinion, is not so economical. It will be more economical when it is expressed by NPs combined construction, as in the following underlined constituents.
(5b) 'Tetapi banyak ilmuwan sangat meragukan kebenaran definisi paradigma bahasa yang demikian sempitnya, serta tingginya tingkat abstraksi dan idealisasi data yang dituntut oleh definisi seperti itu.
To see the unity of the two NPs, and is expressed in serta in Indonesian. From the three data analysed, it is shown that the expression of and may change based on the grammaticality and lexicality in Indonesian (Alwi, 2003) .
Secondly, zero marker is as the equivalence of and in the Indonesian construction. Beside having its explicit expression in Indonesian, and also expresses implicitly in the Indonesian construction. The following data show us its expressions. (6) and (7) show that the English coordinating clause constructions with and are expressed in two sentences. In its expression in Indonesian, and is not explicitly translated. This case normally occurs in sentences for the sake of economical use and redundancy (Teschner & Evans (2000) . Nevertheless, to show the relationship between two sentences, the translator uses pun (Indonesian particle) after the subject of second sentence (6b) and conjunctive adverbial kemudian in initial position of sentence 2 (7b), which can be regarded as markers. pun and kemudian cannot be regarded as the equivalence of and because the function of each is to strengthen the meaning of the subject dia (Alwi, 1992) . However, pun, in relation to the two sentences of 6b, also indirectly marked this relationship. In data (7a), and cooccurs with the conjunctive adverbial then (to clarify the function of and) in the sentence, and in (7b), kemudian is an equivalence of the same word class in English, that is conjunctive adverbial then.
Let's take a look at the following datum. In (8a), there are two ands. The first is to combine InfP. 1 and InfP 2, and the second is to combine NP 1 her and NP 2 Chick (the part of Inf.P 1 ) . In Indonesian, the expression of this construction changes. Firstly, the data in form of coordinating sentences with elipped subject in the second clause of English (instead of repeating the same constituent, ellipsis usually emerges in the text (Halliday, 1990) ) becomes two independent sentences.There is no marker to indicate that the two sentences are related except coreference subject in both sentences, that is dia. This shows that the marker dan is absent at the initial position of second sentence. Secondly, and (coordinator) is expressed in dengan (preposition). This is as a combination of preposition antara … dengan as corelative preposition (see Alwi, et al., 2003: 290) . It is likely influenced by the use of preposition with at the beginning of NPs combination in (8a). As a matter of fact, the use of correlative conjunction antara…dan as an expression of between … andit is more grammatical.
It is summarized that the construction with and in English may be expressed by zero marker in Indonesian. That is to show that expressing the meaning of literary work pays more attention to exploring the message explicitly (Tadjuddin's statement, 2004: 150) . Thus, the variation of and's expression seems to be frequentitative, both in form and in word expression.
Beside this construction, ellipsis also occurs in the following data.
9. a. She saw his eyes and the pain in them.
CCl1
Con. CCL2 dia melihat poss. mata dan det rasa sakit dalam mereka b. 'Carol melihat mata dokter memancarkan rasa sakit.'
CCl SCL Datum (9a) is the coordinative construction with and between two clauses. The second constituent is the clause without verb. The verb can be found by analyzing the clause, that is the pain was in them (see Biber, et al, 1999 penghargaan pada det. pembalasan hari 'Tentu saja semua itu adalah perbuatan yang harus dilakukan seorang muslim sepanjang hidup mereka Ø untuk mendapatkan balasan yang besar di hari pembalasan.'
And in (10) and (11) is not expressed in anything in Indonesian. However, from the relationship of two sentences in (10), the sequencial meaning of the two sentences is seen from the emergence of conjunction lalu as an equivalence of conjunctive adverbial then; on the other hand, VP searched her eyes is expressed to PP (tepat) ke matanya.To me, adverb tepat conveys the meaning of sequencial relationship. In data (11), of not emerging Indonesian word for and happens because of the changing of second constituent construction of finite clause for which one may hope to attain great rewards on the Judgement Day in English to Indonesian non-finite clause 'untuk mendapatkan balasan yang besar di hari pembalasan.' Nevertheless, this inexistence doesn't change the meaning, that is to state the relationship meaning of conditional to show reason-goal.
Thirdly, the construction with Dan in Indonesian is expressed without And in English. From the data analyzed, it is found that the construction without and in English is expressed with dan in Indonesian. However, there are data translated with dan as a replacement of zero conjunction in the second clause. The followings are those data.
12. a. Data (12) and (13) are the constructions consisting of two clauses. Each of whose second clause is non-finite, that is … stearing ahead of her (12) and frowning (13) These two clauses are not grammatical when preceded by and (Maurer, 2000) . As we know, and can be used when both non-finite clauses Prtc.Ph. (V-ing) are paraphrased into the following finite clauses.
(12a') Suddenly she stopped, and she was stearing ahead of her.
(13a') Bunch sat back on her heel, and she was frowning.
It shows that and explicitly exists in construction (12a') and (13a'). In Indonesian, these non-finite English constructions are expressed in finite clauses by using conjunction dan in the translated data, like in (12b) dan (13b). As a matter of fact, the clause pairs of (12a) and (13a) show the activities which happen at the same time. Thus, the suitable translation for that, according to me, is by having conjunction sambil in the non-finite clause. From the data translated, it is apparently shown that the translator considered the meaning of dan identical to the meaning of sambil.
Unlike the two data, (14a) shows the complement part as a series of PP. … in slow, shallow fashion. It implies the existence of and in between. It may be judged from the order of the clauses. The position of the two clauses could not possibly be exchanged. And in Indonesian, it is explicitly expressed by using conjunction dan (14b).
The Meaning of And in the Indonesian Construction
The meaning of and here is more related to "meaning -maximal" account, that is based on pragmatic study. The meaning of and is mostly as the use in its constituents relationship. There are two sorts of meaning differed as the expression of and in contextual relationship, that is identical and different relationship meaning.
The Identical Relationship Meaning of And Expressed in Indonesian
Since and is meaningful when it is in the construction, its expression in Indonesian varied based on its corresponding construction. In the following data, and has similar relationship meaning to its corresponding in Indonesian, such as bercampur and beserta.
a. Her tone was equally compounded of reverent awe and triumph.
poss. nada aux. sama-sama ditambah dengan hormat rasa kagum dan kemenangan b. 'Nadanya mengandung rasa hormat yang mendalam bercampur rasa bangga.'
a. Can a bird and the mechanics of its flight be a design as well?
dapat seekor burung dan det. mekanik dari poss. terbang cop. det. desain juga b. 'Dapatkah seekor burung beserta cara terbangnya disebut sebagai rancangan pula?'
And in data (15) and (16) is expressed by the marker bercampur and beserta in Indonesian. It shows the description of relationship meaning of and in the source language (English). The constituents related by and indicates additive meaning showing the amount, and additional information. The constituents in (15a), reverent awe and triumph are a unity (it shows idiomatic expression), while the second constituent the mechanics of its flight in (16a) adds the information to the first constituent a bird (see Berk, 1999: 220) . And with additive meaning showing the amount, which is expressed by the marker bercampur in data (15b), mostly shows closer related constituents of rasa hormat yang mendalam and rasa bangga compared to beserta in data (16b) which shows the relationship meaning of additional information of seekor burung and cara terbangnya. Thus, the expressions of equivalent meaning of and in Indonesian are bercampur and beserta.
The next data show the expression of equivalent and having sequencial relationship meaning in Indonesian. In the context of (17a) and (18a), and has sequencial relationship meaning. It is seen from the contexts of each pair of constituents that shows chronological events. In both source and translated data, constituent (a) is the activity done before constituent (b); thus, their position cannot be changed. Both pairs of the data show that and and its equivalence in Indonesian has contextually sequencial relationship meaning (Quirk, 1987) . It is also shown by the equivalence of and in Indonesian, akhirnya (17b) and lalu (18b). In another data, it is found that kemudian (Indonesian) also has sequencial relationship meaning (Sugono, 1995: 121-125) .
Concessive relationship meaning of and expressed in Indonesian is seen in the following.
19. a. The man started to turn his head to see who had hit him,
det. lelaki mulai menolehkan poss. kepala untuk melihat siapa telah memukul dia and to his surprise, his knees began to buckle. 
In datum (19a), the second constituent, initiated by to his surprise indicates that the constituent of sentence (b) is different from expected. Constituent (a) The man started to turn his head to see who had hit him, is expected to be followed by the utterance, like and the big man stood in front of him in constituent (b), not his knees began to buckle. Then, as the relator of the two constituents, and automatically has concessive relationship meaning because it shows contrast expectation (Quirk, 1987; Comrie, 1989) . Moreover, in Indonesian, data (19b) as the equivalent expression of (19a), the same thing happens. Concessive relationship meaning in the utterance is explicitly represented by tetapi as the equivalence of and. In Indonesian, tetapi is one of connectives stating concessive relationship meaning (Gianto, 1983) .
In the following data, and shows the different relationship meaning from the preceded data. In (20a) , and cooccurs with conjunctive adverbial hence and in (21a) with so, both of which strengthen the relationship meaning of reason emerged by and. Since it sums up the events, and in both data functions as a conclusion event marker (see Rusdi, 2000) . The same meaning also occurs in its expression in Indonesian, which is represented by sehingga (20b) and akibatnya (21b). Both are the variation of the expression of and with the same meaning in Indonesian.
The Relationship Meaning of And Expressed in Non-Dan in Indonesian
The relationship meaning created by and may rely on the frequency of and emerged in a construction. Thus, the possibility of having different relationship meaning in its expression may be seen in the following data. In data (22a) and (23a) and has the emphatic relationship meaning, namely showing more than two close relationship constituents (Gianto, 1983; Murcia-Freeman, 1999) . In (22a), for example, three constituents, that is the state of behaviour she suddenly became aware of her nakedness, the activities of went in and put on his pajamas done by she show the very close relationship. On the other hand, in its expression in Indonesian, the first and is expressed with lalu and the second with untuk (22b). It is shown that lalu has sequencial meaning in relation to two first constituents, while untuk has conditional (reason-goal) meaning in relation to constituent 2 and 3. In (23a), three topics talked are combined by and in between each pair of constituents. It also indicates emphatic meaning, which shows strong relationship among the four main topics talked. In Indonesian, and is expressed in dan that appears once in initial position of final constituent combined. The utterance consists of a series of topic focuses, namely arguments ended by dan. The relationship meaning shown by dan in the utterance, however, is terminative (see Gianto, 1983) . The analysis shows that the equivalence of and expressed in Indonesian in the two data has different relationship meaning from the one in English. Principally, the whole expression doesn't influence the meaning of contextual utterance, but influences the sense of the language. Unlike the two data mentioned, data (24) has two possible relationship meanings of and. The following has another expression.
a. Mrs Mundy had
25. a. The past was going to bury its dead and the future was bright and golden.
b. 'Masa lampau sudah mati dan dihabisi, dan masa depan mereka gemilang, penuh warna keemasan.'
The equivalence of the structure of the construction with and in data (25) in Indonesian is not fully the same. Eventhough the two kinds of constructions have two ands and two dans, in the first clause of the Indonesian data, the marker dan is on sudah mati dan dihabisi which cannot be found in the first clause of the English data, and in the second clause there is no and equivalence. It means that the construction without and can be expressed in the construction with conjunctive marker in Indonesian and vice versa. While the relationship meaning of and in sentence 25a is sequencial.
Conclusion
Based on the construction and the relationship meaning of the constituents connected, and has various equivalence expression in Indonesian. As its generic meaning, and is mostly equal to dan in Indonesian. Then, it is followed by constructions without its equivalence (zero marker) in the Indonesian expression. The equivalence of the constructions with and in Indonesian may be identical and different. The examples of different constructions are the use of and in active transitive construction in English becomes passive transitive construction in Indonesian, and the combination of prepositional phrases with and in English is found as the sentence combination with yang juga in Indonesian. The equivalence expression of the relationship meaning of and in Indonesian may be the same and different. The example of the different one is that and is expressed with zero marker in the Indonesian expression, and the relationship meaning of emphatic may change into the relationship meaning of terminative. Other equivalences of and are lalu, kemudian, untuk, baik … maupun, sedangkan, bahkan, akibatnya, sedangkan, namun, sehingga, juga, tepat, karena . The equivalence of the construction with and, its relationship meaning and its semantic function in Indonesian is shown in Table 2 . Emphatic-Cond.
Emphatic-Terminative
Additive-Consessive
